
Cockroaches on Caffeine: A Behavioral analysis of the Madagascar Hissing Cockroach(Gromphadorhina 
portentosa) after a long term Caffeine Supplemented Diet

Research Question
How does long term caffeine intake affect 
behavior for the Madagascar Hissing 
Cockroach? Can it serve as a model 
organism?

Results

Interpretation and Conclusion

● Significant correlation between 
increased locomotion, 
○ A significant decrease in amount 

of times observed burrowed, 
○ Increase in rates of aggression

● G. portentosa can serve as a model 
organism for behavior

Methodology
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Hypothesis
Long term caffeine ingestion will cause 

increase in locomotive function and support 
the model organism idea

Question
How does long term caffeine intake affect aggression and 
locomotion behavior for the Madagascar Hissing Cockroach?



Background Information
● Madagascar Hissing Cockroach can be a 

model for behavioral testing
● What we define as aggressive behavior

○ Agnostic hissing, abdomen 
flicking/thrashing, ramming of 
heads,butting, and lunging



Why is this important?
● Caffeine consumption is common in our society, with 

about 90% of adults consuming it daily
● Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

disorders(DSM) included caffeine use disorder in needing 
further study category

● Serves to support the limited data existing that connects 
the hissing cockroach to being a model organism 



Procedures and Methods
1 2 3 4

Make caffeine 
gelatin

1.9 G per 100 ML

Mark each 
cockroach for 
identification
6 per Group

Record with 
phone/camcorder, 
Upload data with 

automated program

Observe data every 
2 hours, record 

actions

5

Analyze data for any 
correlations 

between control and 
experimental
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Discussion
● Identifiable relationship between 

long term caffeine intake and 
increase in aggression
○ Increase in Locomotion over 

40 days
○ Burrowing rates decreased

● Early death of two caffeine subjects
○ Less overall data

● DSM5 Caffeine Use Disorder

Future Improvements
● Higher cost programs, 

DeepLabCut and Anymaze.
○ Low Cost vs High Cost

● Larger sample size
○ More precision and 

reliability
● Increase footage review 

process
○ Limited to short 

periods of observation
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Conclusion
●Analysis supported the hypothesis that long term 

caffeine intake led to 
○ Increased aggression observed, 
○ Less time burrowed observed.
○ More locomotion observed.

●Madagascar hissing cockroach model organism
○ Observations matched previous studies into caffeine effect 

on invertebrates.
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Thank you for 
your time!

Any Questions?


